
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: SCOTTSVILLE & KENILWORTH@2019.06.22 
 
Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R105.000, 11:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: The penny seemed to drop late with SHANGO on debut and he is likely to be smarter 
this time. He could be the one to beat. THROW A TANTRUM showed promise in a Barrier Trial and must 
be considered. VALIENT tired late but could prefer this distance. WINTER TOUR and IMPERIAL 
DUCHESS ran well enough on their debut to have a winning chance. WOLFGANG could be ready on 
debut. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Shango, #8 Winter Tour, #9 Wolfgang, #10 Arianos Spinner 
 
Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 2, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R110.000, 12:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: BABY LETS MAMBO needs to more to win but might play a minor role. ALIBI 
GUYquickened well enough when winning on debut. He should be smarter this timeand can remain 
undefeated. LIBERTY HALL won well last time out and could prefer the longer distance. TREE TUMBO 
lacked a strong finish last time out but did win over this distance the time before that. MATTERHORN 
might place. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Alibi Guy, #3 Liberty Hall, #4 Tree Tumbo, #5 Arizona Silk 
 
Kenilworth, 22.06.2019, Race 1, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R80.000, 12:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: SCOTTISH ALLY has better form than TIGER ROLL but is proving costly to follow. Her 
experience should stand her in good stead but she is vulnerable to well-bred newcomers FYNBOS, 
QUEENSBARNS and BLUE GANGSTA (gets weight off) who all hail from yards known for doing well with 
their youngsters. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Queensbarns, #3 Fynbos, #5 Scottish Ally, #1 Blue Gangsta 
 
Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 3, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R105.000, 12:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: FIRST SIGHTING has some fair recent form and does have a winning chance in this 
line-up. DANCING PRINCESS returns from a break but could finish in the money. SHE'S A CRUSADE is 
battling for her first win but has been in good form of late . FIRE FAERIE did well in her barrier trial and 
deserves respect.MOUILLE POINT is improving but might place. TORRENT deserves respect. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Torrent, #1 First Sighting, #3 She's A Crusade, #7 Fire Faerie 
 
Kenilworth, 22.06.2019, Race 2, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R80.000, 13:15GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: HUBBLE stands out on exposed form and will have no problem reverting to this trip, 
having shown pace throughout over an extended sprint last time. SHADES OF BLU is a likely improver 
with blinkers now fitted but a bigger threat is likely to come from well-related newcomers LATE AT 
NIGHT, who was a R650k purchase, and WILD COAST who is out of champion race mare Beach Beauty. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Hubble, #6 Late At Night, #10 Wild Coast, #5 Jack The Jetsetter 
 
 
 



Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 4, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R105.000, 13:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MOVIE MAGIC has been unreliable but could pop up in the places. URBAN OASISis in 
good form and should be fit from a short break. ARISTACHUS has shown promise in his two starts so far 
and has a winning chance. BINARY STAR has some fair form and could place. BOUNCING TIGGER has 
some fair form and could place. FOREST JUMP was not disgraced last time out and must be considered. 
 
Selections: 
#4 Urban Oasis, #5 Aristachus, #8 Forest Jump, #6 Binary Star 
 
Kenilworth, 22.06.2019, Race 3, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R80.000, 13:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Well-related VERATRUM was well beaten when attracting market support on debut but 
will be wiser to the task now so expect an improved performance. MIDWINTER has the form and 
experience to be competitive but stable jockey Fourie opts for the former. JOSEPH JAGGER, TREE OF 
WISDOM and MR COBBS could all improve too. Watch the betting on newcomers RADIANT LOVE and 
HARDFALLINGRAIN. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Veratrum, #5 Midwinter, #7 Radiant Love, #3 Hardfallingrain 
 
Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 5, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R117.000, 14:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: OLD MAN TYME has ability when on song and has a winning chance returning from a 
short break. PREMIER SHOW has run some fair races over this distance recently and could finish in the 
money. ALWAHSH disappointed last time out butis capable of better. CABO DA CRUZ continues to 
improve and is now looking for his fourth win in a row. He is the one to beat. TALKTOTHESTARS can 
win. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Cabo Da Cruz, #9 Ultra Magnus, #3 Alwahsh, #1 Old Man Tyme 
 
Kenilworth, 22.06.2019, Race 4, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R80.000, 14:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ROUND THE HORN made good improvement last time when sporting blinkers over the 
course and distance on her return from a break. She will be fitter for that run so should have more to offer 
with the headgear retained. There's little between IT'S MY LIFE and MARAVILLOSO on a recent meeting 
- both have earning potential. Debutante TEMPLETON is bred to be good so must be respected. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Round The Horn, #6 Templeton, #3 Maravilloso, #2 It's My Life 
 
Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 6, Gallops, 2400m, Turf, R250.000, 14:40GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: SABINA'S DYNASTY could prefer this longer distance and has a winning chance. 
INSIGNIS could be at the top of her game and does look likely to contest the finish once again. ROY'S 
RIVIERA lacked a finish last time out but is notout of it. DYNASTY'S BLOSSOM has not won for some 
time now but ran well last time out. BLOSSOM is in good form and could be ready to win again. 
 
Selections: 
#9 Blossom, #10 Seville Orange, #2 Insignis, #4 Dynasty's Blossom 
 
 
 
 
 



Kenilworth, 22.06.2019, Race 5, Gallops, 1800m, Turf, R80.000, 15:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: KURSK has improved with each outing and sets the standard - he should play a 
prominent role in the outcome. Both MIRACULOUSLY OURS and WINTER SHADOW have gone the 
right way in recent starts, so should be competitive. DEPOSITION and HEAD BOY are most likely to 
complete the minors. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Kursk, #5 Miraculously Ours, #1 Winter Shadow, #3 Deposition 
 
Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 7, Gallops, 2400m, Turf, R250.000, 15:15GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: DAWN ASSAULT has run in some tough races this year but could go close to winning a 
race like this. ROY HAD ENOUGH usually gives of his best and does have a winning chance. SILVER 
ROSE is consistent and could place. SECRET OPTION has not been reliable but is not out of it. 
CHARLES could be looking for this longer distance and should have a big chance in this line-up. 
 
Selections: 
#9 Charles, #2 Roy Had Enough, #1 Dawn Assault, #8 Secret Potion 
 
Kenilworth, 22.06.2019, Race 6, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R86.000, 15:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MERAKI is formidable over this trip and boasts an impressive record since fitted with 
blinkers. He concedes chunks of weight to all but will run another honest race. CYBER LAW has beaten 
that rival and is weighted to confirm the form of a previous meeting. DEEPSTON is another with a lively 
chance having dropped to an attractive mark. Respect HOOVES OF THUNDER who tries the trip 
 
Selections: 
#1 Meraki, #4 Deepston, #6 Cyber Law, #3 Hooves Of Thunder 
 
 
Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 8, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R88.000, 15:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: VIA SALARIA is looking for a hat-trick after two good recent wins and deserves the 
utmost respect. MASHARI is consistent and should run well with AntonMarcus in the irons. DONNAN has 
been in very good form on the Polytrack butcan be considered. ANTIGONUS is coming off a maiden win 
but could earn somemoney. HIDDEN INFLUENCE is in good form and has a chance. Respect 
MISSOURI. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Mashari, #2 Via Salaria, #8 Hidden Influence, #9 Missouri 
 
Kenilworth, 22.06.2019, Race 7, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R86.000, 16:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: WINDOW TO AFRICA has solid form up the straight and will enjoy reverting to this trip 
after a break. HURRICANE SILVA beat several of these rivals overthe course and distance recently and 
is weighted to confirm that form withthe help of her rider's claim. SPIRIT FESTIVAL, ELUSIVE TOUCH 
and IKEBANA also have claims. Stablemates TWIN FALLS and PUREST BLISS are capable. Tricky! 
 
Selections: 
#1 Window To Africa, #4 Hurricane Silva, #6 Spirit Festival, #9 Ikebana 
 
 
 
 
 



Scottsville, 22.06.2019, Race 9, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R70.000, 16:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: ABOVE ELEVEN is unreliable but could finish in the money. SOMEONE EXCITING ran 
a much improved race last time out and will have Anton Marcus aboard her. LOVE THEME disappointed 
last time out but could have needed that run. STEFFI'S GRAFT has run well over this distance. DREAMS 
ARE MADE is holding her from and could contest the finish. GINGER BISCUIT might play a minor role. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Someone Exciting, #11 Lolita Delago, #9 Dreams Are Made, #8 Corazon 
 
Kenilworth, 22.06.2019, Race 8, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R80.000, 16:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Hard race to assess. BELLA SUMMER and TIMELESS TIARA have the means to win a 
race of this nature but have wide draws. LIP SERVICE, 2nd to the former ina maiden, ran well on 
handicap debut last time and could turn the tables. VALDERRAMA is preferred to stable companions 
DANCING SALLY and ELUSIVE FORTUNE, but MISS D'ARAY and reserve INDIAN SONG can get a 
look in too. Wide open! 
 
Selections: 
#4 Lip Service, #6 Valderrama, #5 Timeless Tiara, #2 Bella Summer 
 
 


